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Senate Allocates Scarce Resources 
By Steve llunter, Vince He.� & Jim 
Kom.ie 
Wailing and lamentations and 
gnashing of teeth. �o. not the Inf�rno, but 
the Senate budget ht>arings held lnst 
Wednesday mght. There the Senate, m n 
marathon four hour session, determined 
the fiscal fate of many of the law school, 
student orgam zations. 
The mectmg began with Treasurer 
Gail Hanis �Ointing out a misculculati Jn 
in the SociHl Committee requc>st, which 
was $10,350, nut $13,350 
The first group to make its request 
P1-oJ: Rabban 
Rabban's 
Labor 
of Love 
Profe.qsor Dawi M. Rabban it> visiting 
this fall from th� Unu;astt_v nf Tt!xas 
(Austin). R'h1le at MichrJ:an Pro{t-ssor 
Rablxm ts teaC"hing Labor Law and a 
semmar on L.•�:al Hi.tory. Rabbon 
attendt·d Wt!:>lt:.)'an U nit�ersity and 
Stanford Lau• School. Before 
beginning h111 t.·achinl! career Rabban 
practtrrd at a small lab.1r law firm in 
New York, ant! wa.� Counsel fur the 
American AsstJCiatwn uf Unit•t•rsity 
Profe,,�ors. 
Rabbau ·.� oftt·ll humorous teac·laing 
style bdi.:s tht• fact that he can also 
.r• ind 11.1ith tht· brst e�f awdemrcs. He 
once held th,, modern law r.:t!icu; 
footnote record with cw astounding 923 
footn otes in an art1cle on 17te 
E11U!rgence of Modern Fint Amend-
scc PROii'F.SSOU pnge ten 
was the Jewish Law Students Umon, 
lJLSU), which requested $650. The group 
described some of its expenses, including 
admimstrntive costs, a symposium 
involving a rabbi running a professional 
ethics program, rt>freshments, and 
spt>akers. 
The Women Law Students 
Association, (WLSA) came next, 
roquesti ng $1500. One expense WLSA 
described was buying lunch for the 
spt>nkers who come to the WLSA brown bag 
lecture �ries. 
The Social Committee request of 
$10,350 was entertained next. The 
committee spokesperson staled that the 
cost of party supplies is up 9f 20 and th(> light 
and sound mnn used for tht> Raw Revue is 
charging more. 
One Sl•nntor asked about selh ng 
t1ckets to parties, but the spokespt>rson 
explntned that without a liquor hcenst> that 
isn't lt•gal. 
'!'he Asian Aml•rican Law Studt-mts 
in<"rensed their requt>sl from $50 last year 
to $1105. They explntned that l..st year 
thC'y had jul't formed nnd so had a small 
requ<>st. '!'Ins year the orgamzation hopes 
send two members to the 6th annual 
Astnn-Pucific Island Law Students 
Assoctation confert>nce in Snn Francisco. 
The group requested $90 for the! 
ret,ristration fee, because the Senate does 
not pny travel expenses. 
The H1spamc Law Students 
Assoctation, (HLSA) was the next group to 
havE> the floor. HLSA was one three groups 
to rece1ve the U of  �1 student organization 
acheJvemt:>nt award last year, out of the 
sixtt>t.>n groups nominated. IILSA cited 
increased llispamc enrollment and 
increasing costs as the reason for its 
request increase from $1600 to $4000. The 
bulk of HLSA's expenses last year were 
long distance phont> calls made in their 
minority recruting effort. 
Treasurer Gail Harris pointed out 
that the_new Centrex phone syste
2" 
should 
lower the phone bill. 
HLSA described other projects it has 
planned, including bringing four 
speakers to talk about the Latino debt crisis 
nnd holding the national Hispanic law 
students meeting at Mkhigan this year. 
The Black Law Students Alliance was 
next. BLSA hopes to raise $945 from 
membership dues by raising the dues from 
$10 to $15. BLSA requested an increase 
from $1800 allocated last year to $3615, and 
pointed out that the number of black lLs 
has increased from 18 last year to 38 this 
year. 
BLSA explained that 1t intends to 
raise much of the money needed to pay for 
its increased spending on its own, (up to 
$3-4000). One ofBLSA's projects this year 
IS to bring Rev. Jesse Jackson to the law 
school this year. 
BLSA also told the Senate that it has 
Death Vnlley or Grue60me Gulch? 
bad a problem with people entering its 
office and using the phone, stealing 
supplies, and committing vandalism. 
The problem is due, in part, to the fact that 
BLSA wishes to keep the office open 24 
hours a day for use by members and the 
fact that its office is in a highly frequented 
area. 
The Headnotes came next, requesting 
$300. 
T h e  En v i r o n m en1.al L a w  
Society,(ELS>, requested $1915. One of its 
goals is to gwe a goodbye luncheon for 
Professor Sax. Another is to lobby the 
faculty lo replace Sax with a n  
environmental Jaw professor. 
President Rt>gg�e Turner urged the 
ELS to clear up any hngering quc.>stions of 
a debt reportedly owed Dean Sandalow. ff 
Sandalow no longer desires repnymc.>nl, 
see SfUDEl\'T page ten 
LSSS Looks to Eklund for Funds 
By Jennif�r Urff 
An across the board 28% budget 
decrease for nearly all student 
orgnmzations was approved by the Lnw 
School Student Senate Monday night, but 
Senate representatives are hoping that lhe 
dra�tic cuts will force the administratiOn 
to take seriously their reqests for more 
mon<'y . 
·Because of inflationary pressure 
and more groups trying to do more 
things ... we're in n situation where we 
just don't have enough money," LSSS 
President Reggie Turner told the 
senators. 
"It may be time for us to take a 
stand ... to organize the student body and 
point out what (the administration) are 
doing to us,· Turn'-'r said. 
But while the senators agreed that the 
LSSS budget allocations were inadequate, 
there was much controversy about the best 
way to get the admJnistratlon to concede 
an additional allocation for LSSS funded 
groups. 
O n e  suggestion would have 
ehminated some academJcally-oTJented 
ond Jess traditional organizations from 
the LSSS budget process. That plan would 
have affected the Family Law ProJect, 
Immigration Law Cllinic, the Ad Hoc Law 
School lo'amilies, and other organizations. 
"These groups are "worthy 
organizations· that would probably 
receive spec111l funding from t.he 
administration if they were eliminated 
from the Senate budget, Senator Bruce 
Courtade said. 
"These groups would have to be 
fundl'd by the ad.mimstration or there 
would be an outcry beyond belief,� 
Courtade said, adding that the 
administration's allocations to these 
groups would allow LSSS to allocate its 
see GROUP page eleven 
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A Green Thumb 
Amidst tho crimson sea of this year's Law School 
Student Senate budget, the $5,800 allocated to the Res 
Gestae stands out like a green thumb. In light of this 
fact, we feel thnt we owe an explanation to the law school 
community, and especially to the groups that had their 
allocations cut. 
$5,800 was our budget last year. Printing costs 
consti tutcd the bulk of that figure, i.e., what we pajd 
The Michigan Daily to have our typewritten stories 
transcribed onto typesetting machines, printed out in 
rough copy, and cventunlly printed on newsprint. 
As we noted in our first issue, however, The 
Michigan Daily'B switch to computers has forced the 
Res Gestae to follow suit. This year's first three issues 
have boon composed on Maci.ntoshes at the Union, and 
printed on the new laser printers at the Daily. To 
continue with this system would be foolish and 
wasteful. 
First of all, there is usually a line at the Union (and 
at the UGLl) t.o get a Macintosh station. As the semester 
progresses and more and more students want to use the 
computers, the lines will become longer and longer. It 
is already hard enough to persuade law students to 
waste their time writing for the R.G. Additionally, we 
are on a tight timetable. There are times when we need 
some copy printed immediately, not in 45 minutes. 
Having a Mac would solve these problems. 
Secondly, to continue to pay the Daily to print our 
paper when the price of printing technology has fallen 
so dramatically would be to throw money out the 
window. We estimate that our printing costs at the 
Daily would be about S1,500 for this year. A Macintosh 
and laser printer, ";th the necessary extras, would cost 
$6,100 at the outside -less with a used computer. Even 
law students don't need a calculator to see that it would 
be foolish not to buy our own equipment. 
There is an unexpected bonus that law students will 
derive from the R.G. owning its own equipment: we 
won't ever have to ask LSSS for money again. 
Our expenses will become so low that our ad revenues 
will actually enable us to run a profit. 
We intend to use this extra money to begin to mail 
copies of the Res Gestae to alumni. Currently, alumni 
have only two sources of information about the law 
school: word of mouth and Law Quadrangle Noles. 
Neither of them are accurate. 
Law Quadrangle Notes is nothing more than a 
cheerleader for the law school. Nowhere in its pages 
has there been a word of the Rosenzweig tenure denial 
Instead, we find a picture of Professor Rosenzweig 
giving a lecture to happy (and ignorant) alumni. 
Ironically, the picture was taken just a few weeks after 
the tenure decision. 
Getting accurate information and student opinion to 
alumni is the only way that students have a fighting 
chance of affecting decisions made at the law school. 
That is the most important reason for our $5,800 
allocation. 
Letters 
Shapiro's Rejection of Faculty's 
Recommendation Angers Alums 
Dear Dr. Shapiro: 
As a recent graduate of the University of 
Michigan Law School (J.D. 1984), I would like to 
express my anger and extreme disappointment over 
the decision to deny Professor Michael C. Rosenzweig 
tenure. Professoor Rosenzweig was one of the best 
professors I had lhe fortune to study under at the 
University of Michigan and his expertise in lhe 
general corporate and securities law areas was 
outstanding. Out of all my classes at the law school, I 
felt that I learned the most under Professor 
Rosenzweig. 
Further, I am incensed to learn of the 
methodology employed for rejecting the law school 
Dear Dr. Shapiro: 
I recently received a copy of the Septmber 10, 1986 
issue of The Res Gestae, The Law School newspaper. 
As a recent graduate of the Law School (J.D. 1984), I 
am shocked and appalled by the recent events and 
apparent state of affairs at the Low School. In 
particular, [ am ('Xtremely disappointed by your 
rejection of the faculty recommendation that 
Professor Rosenzweig be given tenure. Professor 
Rosenzweig was an excellent teacher in the corporate 
law field; when I was in school, there was clearly no 
one better. 
While I am angry w1th the loss of Profer>sor 
Rosenzweig, r om even more disturbed by the process. 
What arc you trying t.o do? I low can you override a 
two-thirds recommendation of the faculty and an 
even stronger resubmission of that recommendation? 
I noted woll Professor Kahn's commcnts: "You had 
two people make this decision. One is nn economist 
and one 11 a zoologi�t." Are you unwilling to trust the 
faculty's overwhelming recommendation in this 
matter. Although lhl• University of Michigan has had 
11 r<>putatlon as one of the best corporate law schools in 
the nation, I believe this reputation is in serious 
jeopardy. It 1s already nn intense up-hill battle to hire 
qunlified professors 1n lhe corporate area and the 
dl•mal of tenure t.o one of the oosl can only bode ill for 
lhto University. 
Your decision to deny Professor Rosenzweig 
tenure was an irresponsible lack of deference to the 
law school faculty and n serious impediment to the 
continued qunlity of education at lhe law school. 
Steven R Barth 
judgment of the faculty that r trusted by paying 
thousnnds upon thousands of dollars of tuition 
money? D1d you not consider the implications of the 
exercise of your powl•r? Please leave Law School 
govcrnance to the Lnw School. 
The tenure denial. tlw departure of Professor Sax 
and the rcs1gnnlion of Dl'nn Sandalow give me great 
concern about the future of the law school. The RG 
fully d1scusses the ncJ�nlive consequences to the Law 
School of those events. While it is probably too late to 
address thc departure of Professor Sax, I would hope 
that. you would take whatever opportunities are 
nvoilnblt' to rectify tho inJustice of the tenure denial. I 
cnn assure you thnl I will carefully evaluate any 
future contribution t.o the Law School Fund until I am 
�>UrP that my concern ovl'r the Law School's future 
havc been appproprintl'ly addressed. 
Patrick G. Quick 
Dice: Exam Shocking & Sexist 
To the Res Gestae, 
Th1s IS a letter of complmnt regarding a finn! 
exam question giVen by Professor Westen in Mny. I 
am a May 1986 graduate of Mich1gan Law. A fnct 
hypotheucal on Professor Wl'sten's Evidence final 
last May contained a viVId description of child sexual 
abuse. I enclose ll copy of the hypothetical. As n 
person with first hand ex�rience treating child 
victims of sex abusl', I found this hypo so revoltrng 
and infurinting that it seriously impaired my ability 
to analyze and nnswer the evidentiary questions of 
the exam. 
Professor Westen hns n reputation among 
students for using lurid, sexually explicit 
hypothcticnls in classes. I know of at least one 
complaint regarding this problem, which was made to 
Professor Westen during the 1983-1984 school year. 
Even without previous complaints, Professor 
Westen's use of this graphic hypothetical was 
insensitive at best. I can only Imagine the impact this 
question had on those students who have themselves 
been victims of sex nbuse. (Some estimates show that 
as many as one quarter of U.S. women have 
experienced some form of sexual abuse.) 
Professor Westen's hypothetical was especially 
offensive because it was completely unnecessary. 
Some people have suggested that law students should 
lenrn to den! with the emotions triggered by horrible 
crimes, since they may encounter such crimes in 
legal prnc:tice. If this was Professor Westen's aim, he 
should have introduced these subjects in class and 
discussed their emotional impact. Instead, t.hi s 
hypothetical came as a complete shock, during an 
Important exam whi<'h demanded calm thinking and 
a clear head. 
Profesl;or then added 1nsult to injury by 
contJnumg the h) po 1n a sexist and misleading 
manner. The exam question follo"';ng the hypo 
descnbed a male su'!pected abuser as having been 
sexually abused by h1s mother, and thus as more 
hkely to be an abuser Though this pattern of abuse 
(male vict1m, female abuser) does occur, it is 
extremely rnre, and use of this rare paradigm 
perpetuates the myth thnt men are just as oppressed by 
sexual abuse as womc.>n. It also encourages the 
American tendency to blame men's psychological 
problems on their mothers. 
Use of th1s hypo IS somewhat like describing a 
1950's lynch1ng of a wh1te person by a crowd of 
blacks. Though this may occasionallly have 
happened, focussing on the rare case allows us to 
ignore the fact that the overwhelming majority of 
racist violence was perpetrated by whites against 
blacks. Similarly, the overwhelming majority of sex 
abuse is perpetrated on females by males. Even when 
males are sexually abused, a large percentage of the 
adult abusers are males, not by females. 
Professor Westen's exam question was 
inexcusably insensative, as well as sexist. His 
colleagues and students should know about it, and the 
appropriateness of subjecting highly stressed students 
to violent, sexually oriented material should be 
discussed and considered throughout the academic 
community. 
Suzanne F. Dice 
see WESI'EN page throe 
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Forum 
Westen Evidence Exam Hypo Draws Criticism 
from page two 
Editor's nnte: The folfuwing is the hypothetical 
enclosed with the letter from Ms. Dice. Some of the 
hypothetical is a graphic d�scrip tion of child abuse, 
but the RG d('t:med it necessary to include this so that 
the readers can judge the question themsleves. 
Factual Situatio..n 
Ms. Smilh left her 4-year old daughter, Tiffany, 
at home with Ms.Smith's Jive-in boyf.iend, Jack, nnd 
her teenage brother, Peter. 
When Ms. Smith returned home at the end of the 
day, she asked Tiffany how she had be�>n. Tiffany 
was reticent al first; but she finally said that Jack 
had made her do things that she didn't like, and she 
showed Ms.Smith some chaffing around her low 
abdomen and her vagina area. 
Ms.Smi th immediately called the police and an 
ambulance Two policemen nnd a medic arrived 
together and had. the following colloquy with Tiffany: 
Q. "Tell me, angel, how did you get those red 
marks on you (sic) legs and tummy?" 
A. "I don't know." 
Q."1Vell, honey, just tell us what you told your 
mommy. What did you tell your mommy about 
them?" 
A. �z told her that he made me do it." 
Q. "What did he make you do?" 
A.� He made me take off my clothes, and the he 
rubbed me here (pointing to her vagina) with his 
hand, and lhen his wee wee got real big and turned 
purple, and he got on top of me. Then he made me take 
a bath." 
Q."Who was it that did it to you, angel? Was it 
Jack or your uncle Peter?" 
A. "Jack." 
A medical examination at the hospital showed 
traces of semen on Tiffany's dress. Based on that 
examination and on Tiffany's statements, Jack was 
indicted and brought to trial in state court for 
criminal sexual assault. 
Jack then called Peter as a defense witness. Peter 
testified that although he had never told anyone 
before, he had in fact been sexually abused by his own 
mother when he was a child. Peter refused on fifth 
amendment grounds, however, te answer any 
questions relating to whether he had sexually 
molested Tiffany. 
Jack then called as a defense witness, 
Dr.Johnson, a psychiatrist at Johns Hopkins and the 
author of the book, "The Child Incest Victim 
Syndrome." After describing his qualifications, 
Dr .Johnson testified that child victims of incest tend 
to exhibit certain kinds of behavior, both as children 
and as adults. He stated that one of the features of the 
child-incest-victim syndrome is that males who were 
the silent victims of chlld incest at the hands of adult 
women tend as adults to become the perpetrators of 
incest against young girls .... 
Judicial Politics: Necessary & Proper 
By Reid Rozen 
Prompted by the often-rancorous Senate Judiciary 
Committee hearings over the nomination of William 
Rehnquist for the position of Chief Justice, and the 
protracted wrangle over the conlirmntion of Daniel 
Manion for the post of judge on the Seventh Circuit Court 
of Appt>als, lhe Wall Street Journal came to a startling 
Cuomo recently argued that ideology should not be a 
factor when choosing candidates for the judiciary. 
Republicans chided foes of Dan Manion's nomination 
declaring that they questioned only his politics, not hi; 
qualifications for the bench. 
But why, it should be asked, must anyone be a froid to 
The Scalia hearings earned the Senate Judiciary Committee high 
grades for fairness and responsibility but unavoidably bored a 
na.tion hungering for pure entertainment. 
admit that ideology should play a part in the �hoice of 
judges? From the framework of the Constitution, it is 
quite evident that the framers did not intend to insulate 
the judiciary from the realm of politics. Federal judges 
despite appearances, do not descend from the sky, 
untouched by human hands. Rather, they are nurtured 
a similar number of equally aged and conservative 
justices. Likewise, when Dwight Eisenhower gained 
office, the country expected hjm to place like-minded 
nominees on the rederal bench. When Ilte instead 
nominated Earl Warren, the public outcry was 
substantial, for their expectations had been thwarted. 
Furthermore, any system based on a judicial 
candidate's "merit" would almost necessarily 
perpetuate the status quo. An abstract qualification like 
"merit" would be based on the prevailing st.andnrds of 
the day, standards established by the current elite and 
perpetuated by them. Had such standards beon in place 
in the past, it would have been unlikely very many 
women, blacks, or Jews would have been selected based 
on their "merit." Liberals who today call for merit 
selection of federal judges would be appalled to think that 
the standards by which judicial nominees might be 
measured would be set by the current federal bench­
warmers: the Reagan judiciary. On the other hand, 
realization in an August 12 c>diLorhl. Jt concluded that 
"(l)iberals fought Dan Manion and Justice Rehnquist 
because they don't th1nk conservatives can be good 
judges." There must be a few liberals out there, 
somewhere--pt>rhaps in that far-ofT and dnngerous world 
where Ronnld Reagan bc>lieves all liberals live--who 
concur 1n tht> judgment whi<h the editors of th<' Wall 
Street Journnl npparently ima1,rine all hberals shnre: 
that. conservalivt>s, of whatever stlipe and ability, cannot 
be good judg<'s. More hkely, howt>ver, is the notion that 
there are many more liberals 10 America who simply 
think that particular cons£>rvntives <'annat make good 
judges--conservalives hke Daniel Manion and 
William Rehnqu1sL. 
From the frameworh of the Constitution, it is quite evident that the 
framers did not intend to insulate the judiciary frorn the realrn of 
politics. 
The proof of this contention is found in the 
subsequent committee hearings and the unanimous 
senate confirmation of Antonin Scalia. The ScnJja 
hearings Jacked the elements of participatiOn theater 
that marked lhe Rehnquist nomination. Devoid of 
bombast and innuendo, the Scalia heanngs earned the 
Senate Judiciary Committee high grades for fnirness 
and responsibility but unavoidably bored a nation 
hungering for pure entertainment . Scalia got the nod, 
but America merely nodded. 
This evidence seems to refute the Wall Street 
Journal's contention, but does not address the 
underlying premise of its editorial: liberals do not think 
conservatives can be good judges, and should TWt use a 
nominee's ideology as a criterion when uoting on 
confirmation. This attitude seems to be an unstat�d 
assumption of the editorial, and is one that is gaining 
wider acceptance in political and legal circles. Mario 
in the seedbed of politics-and like a seedbed, it is a place 
firmly rooted in the earth and filled with not a little 
manure. That judges are expected to maintain an 
attitude of scrupulous disinterestedness once firmly 
seated on the bench should not obscure lhe fact that each 
federal judge obtained that eternal resting-place through 
the auspices of the political process. 
There is likewise little reason to change the present 
system to something resembling merit selection of 
federal judges. Currently, the selection process allows 
for a certain amount of voter choice when it comes to 
judicial nominees. The voters elect someone president 
who most likely reflects the prevaiUng ideology of the 
electorate. The president, in turn, nominates judges 
who are ideological fellows. History shows that the 
voters expect no less: when Franklin Roosevelt entered 
the White House, the msjority of Americans who favored 
the New Deal would have been betrayed if FDR had 
replaced the "Nine Old Men" on the Supreme Court with 
Cuomo and others are either fooling themselves or are 
disengenuous if they think that merit can be determined 
by politicinns, and that conservative jurists who 
deserved consideration in past administrations will 
lack sufficient merit under liberal regimes. 
In this one area. Reagan and his advisors have 
been true to the original intent of the 
framers. Judicial nominees were never expected to b e  
shjelded from the political process, and should not be 
in the future. The current administration, however, 
has not done the country any justice by installing 
candidates whose only qualification for the bench has 
been their political orthodoxy. It would be a sad 
commentary on the state of American conservatism if  
its ranks can pr;oduce no finer representatives than 
Dan Manion. 
The Res Ckstae--Sept.cmbcr 24, 1986--pngc four 
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Harassment of LGLS Must Stop 
By Stove Bunter 
The Lesbian and Cay Law Students' (LCLS) 
bulletin board hM lx>en chronically vandalized for as 
long as l"ve been at this law school, and I think that 
stinks. Who are these homophobes who perpetrate this 
stupid vandalism? I hope, for our sake, that it isn't 
law students. I would like to believe that the level of 
intelligence at this law school would preclude such 
behaviour by its students, but I don't know. But no 
matter who is doing it, this vandalism is troubling. 
It is a self-evident truth that lesbian and gay law 
students have the same rights as everyone else at this 
law school. This is so obvious that I can think of no 
counter argument to knock down. Unfortunately, it 
seems that this needs to be said to those narrow­
minded people who choose to continually deface the 
LCLS bulletin board. 
I can only 1mngine what it is like to have 
something that represents a part of who you are 
vandalized. In my case, I suppose it would be as if 
someone attacked my family. Whoever perpetrates 
the vandalism must have something they hold dear. I 
wish they could see this attack in terms that they 
could understand. 
Of course, I'm not nruve enough to think that 
someone will read th1s and soy, "gee, I was wrong." 
The point is that what is happening is not fair, and 
something should be done. 
There are several solutions to this problem. My 
personal favorite is to increase security near the 
board, catch the people who do this, and then give them 
whatever due process they are entitled to and expel 
them. Perhaps crirrunal sanctions could be applied as 
well. 
Another possible response is for the Jaw school 
administration to encase the LGLS board in plex:i­
glass or somethinst similar, which could be locked. 
The law school 
should pay for this, 
{as opposed to the 
LGLS), because it is 
the campus security 
which has failed to 
stop the problem, and 
more importantly, 
because this problem 
is a terrible black eye 
to the law school. 
Of course, the 
vandalism to the 
LCLS board is just 
one symptom of a 
larger problem. At 
the recent LSSS 
budget hearings, the LCLS representative gave his 
name to the RC, but asked that 1f possible it not be used 
because he has been receiving harrassing phone calls 
as it is. 
Until the twisted thinking of people like that 
caller can be eradicated, the problem will continue. It 
is frustrating to feel helpless in the face of a problem 
with roots as deep as th1s one. 
U-M Law School Should Adopt Legal Critters 
DyBaroLnnc 
I recently borrowed a copy of the September 26, 
1986 issue of the Nattonal Review from a friend. 
Being nn inobtrusive moderate on the political 
spectrum, I felt the need for some hard and fast 
realities from the conservative viewpoint. :\ly eye 
instantly ht upon the article by Charles Bork entitled 
"Battle for the Law Schools." It's the 1986 campus 
1ssue that is worth a gander especially 'lloith the 
proposition that I advocate; let's bring Critical Legal 
Studies to the Umversity of 1\hchigan. 
What is CLS anyway? Well you should ask. 
Classpcnods have been used to define 1t and articles 
have been written about it. Constitutional law is one 
area that has found a great infusion of this theory of 
the Jaw. Alongside Wechsler's Neutral Principles, 
Ely's Process-based Theories, and the Interpretivism 
of Bork (not the author of the above article, although 
the author's reverence for this theory makes me query 
whether there is some paternal line of descent) 
is the Critical Legal Studies movement 
movement (whose advocates 'fectionatley call CLSers 
or Critters). 
In a Constitutional Law lecture last April, 
Professor T. A. AleinikofT explicated the case study 
methods of CLSers by characterizing their approach 
as "Trnshing" cnses. This novel approach is where a 
doctrine or set of doctrines is manipulated to reach an 
entirely d1fferent result, or if truly skillful, the 
Critter wtll reach an oppoSJte conclusion. There is a 
second approach that inundates the CLSer; this is 
called "tilt." This is the nihilistic view that the law 
favors a certrun party pnor to when the litigation 
begins. It is fatalistic in that law is viewed as power 
and that those in power w11l ensure that this power 
will not be used agrunst them; law serves the present 
winners of socJety by substantlve and procedural 
presumptions. 
Bork's article is much more down to earth and to 
the point. CLS IS a ttPndy neo-:-..larxist school of 
le;;aJ scholarship . which could better be described 
ns 'Abb1e Hoffman goes to Law School.'" He ln::.er 
sntincally analyzes them us "radical, ... hip, 
r('vo)utionnry." They lack substance, nccord1n� to 
Bork, because of the CLS presuppotil tion "I tlhat no 
legal text has o definitivt> meaning IS so uselt'SR an 
idea for settling legal di11putes that it could not 
possibly gain s1gnificnnt power in a compeltlive 
intellectual enVIronment." In a nutsht>ll, the Cntters 
"believe that laws, hke nil texts, lark objl!ctive 
meaning; that legal interprt-tation, of necess1ty and 
m spite of the good faith of the jurist, is a selt>ction 
among political preferences. 
Why do we nood Critters nt the Lnw School? The 
article by Bork t>xposes Significant b(.>nefits to the 
School, its students, and student organizations. Tius 
School is experiencing a nux of admlntSlratton and 
faculty turnover. Poss1bly on mfusJon of ne\\ CLS 
blood (along with the stimulating dl'bnte that will 
naturally ensue) can mend the hole in the Titanic 
before It sinks. 
But let's question Bork's rationale. Don't look nt t he 
article's footer thnt states Mr. Bork is a freelance 
writer who is writing the article to make up for never 
going to law school The Critters do hnvt> some merit. 
There simply is some case low that is very difficult to 
reconcile. Fortunately they nre often in difft•rent 
state jurisdictions, but sometimes the hotter dissents 
in the Supreme Court point to somt> Irreconcilable 
difficulty in the law that the majority glossed over. 
A conclusion of n lecture by Professor Alt>inikofT 
also alluded to the value of the Critl<>rs Specifically, 
the indeterminncy that the CLSers po1nt to 1s very 
worthwhile. It is not unt1l d1fficulties are und<>rstood 
and a forum begins 1n which connicting values are 
analyzed and weighed that doctnne and its 
underpmmngs cnn be proJX>rly understood. This is 
especially true tn areas of lnw thnt nt>t>d d1scussion of 
the underlying vnlues mot1vnt1ng n dl'Cision on the 
law; e.g. Constitutional Law 
A second rt>ason for ndvocuting lht> admission of 
a legitimnte CLSt•r into tht• Law School commumty 
emanates from Bork's nrt1clr.. Th<> Onvor is quite 
pro-Federalist. Apparently, the F<>deralists were 
creatt'd to oppo::.e thr. oppresston of tht• Cntters: "Into 
the breach steppt•d a handful of conservative and 
libertarian low studPnls w1th on iden for a revolutiOn 
of the1r own." 1\nrk quo�u (•nt• 1s�istnnt to Ed �lt·cse 
, • .. , • • •,. • • ,.  •, .-,. _.- • - - , .,.,..,. - � r, • ... ... • • • • .-., �., •.,., •.. r . . . . . . . . .. 
who relntes the Federalist'!! plwnomenal growth to the 
intellertunl vitality of the Society; "At many law 
schools, the Frdcral io�t Society is the only 
orgnnizntton -- left or right presenting debates on 
current lt>gal il'<sut>s." (quoting the assistant to 
Meese). Gee wha, I thmk that s what the Society 
needs; refinement of its oh;rctives at this School. In 
the RC's first 118Ut>, Howard lwrey pointed to 
misrepresentation by the Frderalists in advertising 
future.Justice Scahn's lt>cture and a fear that this 
activity w11l harm the Schools reputation. With a 
Critter around, maybe the Society can present a 
umfied inte11ectunl front t nt will not alienate a 
future expositor of its oYm mottos. 
An extra bonus would go to the Federalists in 
increast>d enro11ment. According to Bork, "CLS 
faculty hove Inadvertently won many converts to 
conservative jun;;prudl.'nce and the Federalist 
Society." I� on expenence \vith a CLSer would 
definitely shape my point of view on the law and 
define my political persua:,lon from a weak-spined 
moderate to an emphatic proponent of one side of the 
political spectrum. Whether I would become a 
screaming liberal or a rational conservative (in tbe 
Recllew'R pl.'rspectlve of poht1cal hfe) is something 
that only the most slnllful political analyst can tell. 
Finally, and most importantly, the law school 
would kl.'ep up with the ne"' blood that has infused the 
law schools. Bork lists the UCLA, Harvard, & 
lndtnnn Law Schools ns examples of schools winning 
the battle over tht> onslaught of the liberal CLSers. He 
also pomts to the Installation of iS Fed.:ralist Society 
branchrs t>stablished to fight ngninst the CLS enemy. 
If this is close to tht> number of schools that have 
the Critters espousmg th<>lr ro� to tht> studt>nts, then the 
Law School is dclinttl"I,Y behind the times. The 
introdurtion of n f, w Crittt>rs .... ;n kN•p the Law School 
up with lh<' Jons<>s nnd odd to the intellectual furor in 
the Jaw schools. nJood Y.nn t be spilled, just some 
frank c!J�cuss1on on the lnw in the Law School 
commun1ty. Aftl.'r nil, frnnk discussion nnd 
argument is whul the law school t>xperience is all 
about' 
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Fisher & Phillips 
of Atlanta, Georgia 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
all interested students on 
Tuesday, October 14 
for associate and summer positions in the nationwide 
practice of management labor relations and employment law. 
Students' interuiew request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Bassey & Selesko P.C. 
of Southfield, Michigan, 
a ta�·oriented fu·m 
is plec:zsed to announce that it will be interviewzng 
mterested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October! 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Hancock, Rothert & Bunshoft 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Monday, October 6 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Golenbock and Barell 
of New Yorll, New York 
is plef!sed to announce that it will be interviewing 
mleresled 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Fliday, October 17 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interuiew request cards are due in the Placement Office 011 
September 26 
SHOOK, HARDY & BACON 
of Kansas City, Missouri 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students for 1987 
Associate and Summer Associate positions on 
Wednesday, October 15 and Thursday, October 16 
Our firm consists of 109 attorneys and has offices in Kansas City, Missouri 
and suburban Overland Park, Kansas. We are interviewing for both 
offices. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Adams, Duque & Hazeltine 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 14 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interuiew request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
I..oeb&Loeb 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Thursday, September 25 and Friday, September 26 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft 
of New Yorll, New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Monday, October 6 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
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!\lEAL, GERBER & EISENBERG 
of Chicago, Illinois 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students 
for the summer 1987 positions on 
Satw�y, October 11 
Our finn, which consists of 45 attorneys, was established February 1, 1986 
by 22 attorneys from the firm of Friedman & Koven and 15 attorneys from 
the firm of Kanter & Eisenberg. The firm has a full service civil practice, 
with emphasis on corporate, securities, tax, real estate transactions, 
antitrust and constitutional litigation. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
BISHOP, LIBERMAN, COOK, PURCELL & 
REYNOLDS 
of Washington, D.C. 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 14 
Our firm consists of 70 lawyers engaged in a regulatory, litigation and 
legislative practice. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
MCDONOUGH, HOLLAND & ALLEN 
a 65 attorney firm from Sacramento, California 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Thursday, October 16 
In addition to our business law and commercial litigation practice, we have 
a unique and varied practice in the areas of municipal, water, power, 
health, redevelopment and construction law. We are a congenial and 
progressive ft.rm devoted to quaHty in finn administration, the practice of 
law and life outside the practice of law. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Rain Harrell Emery Young & Doke 
of Dallas, Texas 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 17 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
WYMAN, BAUTZER, CHRISTENSEN, KUCHEL 
& SILBERT 
of Los Angeles, California 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 15 and Thursday, October 16 
Our firm consists of 120 attorneys and our principal office is located in 
Century City. We also have branch offices in Newport Beach and 
Washington, D.C. 
The firm's primary areas of practice are litigation, general 
corporate/securities, real estate, tax and entertainment. Our clients 
include MGM Entertainment Company, United Artists Corporation, 
American Broadcasting Companies and Trammell Crow Company. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
DICKINSON, WRIGHT, MOON, VAN DUSEN & 
FREEMAN 
of Lansing, Michigan 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 14 
Our Lansing, Michigan office will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 
3rd year students for summer and permanent positions. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
BAKER & BOTIS 
of Washington, D.C. 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students 
for summer 1987 positions on 
Fliday,October 17 
Our Washington, D.C. office will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 
3rd year students for summer and permanent positions. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
STINSON, MAG & FIZZELL 
of Kansas City, Missouri, 
Dallas, Texas, 
and Overland Park, Kansas 
will be inlcrviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October, 10 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
REED MCCLURE MOCERI THONN & 
MORIARTY 
of 3600 Columbia Ccnler 
Seattle, Washington 98104-7081 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students for 1 987 
summer clerk and associate positions on 
Thursday, October 16 
at the Campus Inn 
Our principal emphasis is on trial practice. We also have a substantial 
business practice with emphasis on lax, corporate, general business, real 
estale and personal law. 
Interested students should submit resumes to Traci Wong Jay at the above 
address no later than October 6, 1986. The firm will contact individuals 
directly to schedule interviews. 
Sullivan & Worcester 
of Boston, !Yfassachusetts 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Thursday, October 16 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease 
of Columbus, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Ohio and Washington, 
D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 7 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students" interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
W cd.nesday, October 15 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
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Winston & Strawn 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Thursday, October 2 and Friday, October 3 
Our firm is the oldest law firm in Chicago and one of the fifty largest firms in the 
United States. We represent some of America's largest companies in world-wide 
transactions, as well as individuals and small and medium-size businesses in a 
national and international practice. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office onJ 1 
September 26 
Schiff Hardin & Waite 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 14 and Wednesday, October 15 
Our firm has approximately 155 attorneys engaging in the general practice 
of law. Some of our clients include the Chicago Board of Options Exchange, 
Ford Moter Company, Continental Illinois Holding Company, Pepsico, and 
the Chicago School Finance Authority. The firm has a longstanding 
commitment to pro bono work. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Severson, Werson, Berke & Melchior 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 3 
Our firm consists of 60 attorneys engaged in a diverse commerc1nl practice with 
particular emphasis in banking and financial son-ices. Please see our firm resume 
on file in the Placement Office for nddit.ionaJ information. We will be hosting a 
wine and cheese reception in the Faculty Dining Room on Fiiday, October 3 from 5-
7:30 p.m. to provide more information about tho firm. 
All are cordially invited to attend. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
HERTZBERG, JACOB & WEINGARTEN 
of Detroit, Michigan 
will be interviewing all interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 14 
Our finn, located in the heart of Detroit's legal and finacial district, is a 
twenty-four lawyer firm enjoying a national reputation in corporate 
reorganization and bankruptcy. The firm's general practice includes 
commercial litigation, taxation, probate, secured transactions, corporate 
law, real estate and property law. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
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LATE SIGN-UP PROCEDURE 
If you miss a deadline, you may still be able to sign-up for an interview after the 
sign-up sheet becaomes available. Check the list of names attached to the sign-up 
sheet. If the list indicates slots available: 
1 .  print your name on the list 
2. sign up for an interview time 
3. fill out a late request sheet attached to the sign-up sheet and put it in the late 
request box (21 00). 
The ads7 contained in this insert may still be available for late sign-up. 
Jenner & Block 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 15 and Thursday, October 16 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Lilick McHose & Charles 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 8 and Friday, October 10 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Foley & Lardner 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 14 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn 
of Washington, D. C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 17 
for summer clerl�ship and associate positions 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Doherty, Rumble & Butler 
of St. Paul and llfinneapolis, Minnesota 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 17 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Baker & Botts 
of Houston, Texas 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 17 
for positions with all the firm 's offices: 
Houston, Austin, Dallas, Washington, D.C. 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
Howard, Rice, Nemerovski, Canady, 
Robertson & Falk 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Thursday, October 16 and Friday, October 17 
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office on 
September 26 
-
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Bose, Me Kinney & Evans 
of Indianapolis, Indiana 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, October 10 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Students'  interview request cards are due in the Placement Office 01� 
September 26 
B a k e r  & H o s t e t l e r  
of Cleveland, Ohio, Columbus, Ohio, Denver, Colorado, 
Orlando, Florida & Washington, D. C. 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students 
Wednesday, October 8 
Graydon, Head & Ritchey 
of Cincinnati, Ohio 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd year students (only) on 
Tuesday, October 7 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
Fennemore, Craig, von Ammon, Udall & 
Powers 
of Phoenix, Arizona 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
\Vednesday, October 8 
{or positions with the firm during summer, 1987 
On-campus interviewers from our Cleveland, Columbus and � 
Washington, D.C. offices will be interviewing for positions i n  �"" �A 
any of our five offices. �"" � � r-------------------------����0 
B u tze l , L o n g ,  
Gust, 
Klein & Van Z i l e  
Is pleaH:d to announce that it will be hosting a 
cocktail party for all interested second and 
third yC'ar law students interested in their firm. 
The reception will be held on 
TODAY 
at 3 fUll. until 5 p.m. m the Lawyer's Club 
lounge . .  
<:;)� 
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Student Groups Request Big Dollars 
from page one 
Turner suggested ELS "get it off the Business Law Association, asked for $600. organization requested $330. Its request 
books." It hopes offer an organization involving was broken down into two parts; social 
The Student Funded Fellowship, business. Some of its proposed activities events, (pot lucks, etc.), and an emergency 
(SFF), increased its request to $3080 this include recruiter luncheons which would fund for people with emergency day core 
year. It stated that last year was the most "give students information as well as needs. The spoke person stressed this 
successful fundraising year ever for SFF. contacts for later employment," and would not cover routine day care, and 
SFF explained one of its cost was giving presentations on "dressing for success, would only be available when some 
5% of what it raised, $1250, to the National something that would help students in emergency, such as a sick child d•lring 
SFF organization. their personal lives, as well as in the finals, precluded the usual day care 
The International Law Students business area." arrangements. 
asked for $1350, up $400 from last year. It The Family Law Project requested The Sports Com mittel' explained that 
explained that "ILS had a bad year last $1300, the same amount as its allocation the combination of fix costs, (such as 
year," but expected better things in the last year. The project spokesperson renting the coliseum), and plans for more 
coming year. explained that as many as 50 law students activities were the reasons for its $1035 
The University chapter of the ACLU will be involved i n  the project, and it will request. The committee spokesperson 
came next, with a request of $600. The help approximately 100 indigent women in named a tennIS tournament and golf 
ACLU spokesman explained that the Washtenaw County. tournament as a few of the possible new 
ACLU "is still a young organization and The next request came from the Res activities. 
a growing organization." The ACLU Gestae, which asked for $5800. Though A $300 phone bill was part of the reason 
plans to coordinate with the Washtenaw this allocation is the same as last year's, for the Immigrntion Law Clinic's request 
Conty branch of the ACLU and arrange for the RG spokesperson explained that the RG of$1200. The clinic spokesperson said that 
law students to do civil rights research for hopes to use that money to purchase a laser the bill was so high because the clinic has 
ACLU lawyers. printer and computer terminal. The clients all over Southeastern Michigan. 
The American Indian Law Students savings from thjs new equipment would The clinic plans to operate in connection 
requested $4085, a figure referred toby one hopefully eliminate any future need for with Professor Alex Aleinikoffs 
senator as Meye-popping". They justified Senate funds by theRG. immigration class. 
their request by pointing out the small The National Lawyer's Guild, . The Lesbian and Goy Law Students 
number of american indian law students (NLG), requested $1630 to continue its Association requested $616, part of which 
and the need for an organization of this unemployment benefits clinic and other will defray the cost of continually 
type to aid in attracting them. activities. repairing their bulletin bonrd, which has 
A new organization, the l\1.ichigan Next, the Ad Hoc Law School Families bl.'en chronically vandalized. The LCLS 
spokesperson sai d "I already have a fourth 
edition prepared so 1 can put it up qujckJy 
once this one gets torn down." The 
possibility of encasing the bulletin board 
was raised, but the cost for this was not 
included in the LCLS budget request. 
The Federalist Society asked for 
$1000, citing big increases in 
administrative expenses as one of its 
costs. The Federalist spokesperson 
pointed out that past speakers brought to the 
law school by the Federalists have had law 
school wide appeal, including Clarence 
Pendleton and Antonin Scalia. 
Senator Brian Peyton raised the 
question of what happened when Scalia 
came to the law school. There had been 
some suggestion that the Federalists did 
not give the true topic of his speech. Peyton 
cautioned the Federalists to use the true 
topic of any speech, "even if its boring." 
The Computer Law Society rounded 
out the evening, requesting $250. Some 
questions were raised about the proposed 
computer training of law students by CLS 
when such classes already eldst. CLS 
replied that this program would be tailored 
specilically for law students, and be less 
crowded. 
The Senate's allocations are printed 
in chnrt form on page eleven. 
Professor Enjoys Union With Students 
from page one 
ment Doctrine in the Univert1tiy of 
Chicago Law Review. Rabban is quick 
to point out that hu record Juu been 
eclipud by an article by Jesse Choper in 
the Michigan Law Review published 
last year. Rabban is currently work.ing 
on another massive article dealing 
with collective bargaining for 
professional employee.. Watch out 
Choper! The R. G'.s Lionel Glancy 
talked to Prof. Rabban. lCUJt week. 
RG: How rud you become interested in 
labor law? 
D R :  I was interested in the labor 
movement even before I went to law 
school. I found the subject matter 
interesting when I studied it as a 
student, and decided t.o try it. 
RG: You worked at the American 
Associaton of University Professors 
before you started teaching. How did 
you eqjoy Lhat? 
DR: Very much. I became interested in 
the legal problems of higher education 
when I was a student myself. It seemed 
that every other issue involved the law. 
J guess part of the reason I decided to go 
to law school was because the 
importance of Jaw was so obvious on 
campus. I wrote my law review note on 
student rights. 
RG: You also worked at a law firm 
representing labor unions. How did 
you find that? 
D R :  That was an interesting job 
because the firm I worked for 
represented a broad range of unions. 
So I got to see labor law in many 
different work contexts: whjte collar, 
civil servants, blue collar workers, 
nurses, doctors, teachers ·· an 
interesting mix of employees to 
represent. I was at the labor law firm 
for close to two years, and at the AAUP 
for more than six years. 
RG: Just for student's information, how 
rud you obtain a job at a specialized 
labor law finn in New York? 
DR: It was very hard. I knew I wanted 
to practice labor law on the union side. 
As I recall no union side law finn 
interviewed at Stanford Law School. So 
I looked at Martindale-Hubbell. By 
chance the firm I eventually joined had 
just sent out a letter which was posted on 
the placement office bulletin board, 
sta.ting that they were looking for an 
assocjate. J feel it took a lot of looking 
around and luck to get that kind of job 
since the placement office was so 
geared to the more traditional kinds of 
legal firms. 
RG: What should students who are 
looking for work today do? 
DR:I'd look hard for the right job. Not 
just i n  labor Jaw, but in general. There 
are all k:inds of things that lawyers can 
do. In my experience lawyers, 
particularly lawyers who have gone to a 
good school like Michigan, can find the 
kind of work that they want if they look 
hard enough and keep their eye on the 
ball . It seems to me that many 
students don't look hard enough. Its 
important to try to do what you enjoy 
doing. I wouldn't necessarily get swept 
away with what other people are doing, 
or with what you think you ought to be 
doing. 
RG: You grew up out East, and went to 
school out West, teach in tho South, and 
are now teaching in the 1\-tidwest. How 
would you compare the different 
regions of the country in terms of their 
attitude about. labor law? 
DR: Texas is interesting for labor 
lawyers because unions are newer. In 
some areas of Texas there is quite a bit 
of unioniwton ; for example along the 
Gulf Coast. But there are many people 
in Texas who are opposed to unions on 
philosophical grounds. ll's stimulating 
to come across that and to have those 
students in class. 
RG: Do you notice any difference 
between the students' attitudes here and 
in Texas in the short time you've been 
ho.re? 
OR: To tell you the truth not as much 
di ffcrence as I expected. I thought in 
Michigan, I was afraid in fact, that 
most everyone in class would be pro­
union. That's not at all true. Just like 
in Texas there is a range of opinion. 
Not everyone is pro-management in 
Texns and not everone is pro-union in 
Michigan. 
RG: While you were in practice were 
there any wild labor law cases, that 
students might. find interesting? 
DR: My firm represented a union of 
interns and residents at hospitals who 
struck because they wanted better health 
care for their patients. For many of the 
senior physicians the very idea of their 
future colleagues and fellow doctors 
striking was anathema, it was just 
outrageous. The negotiations were ex· 
tromely tense. Once I was attending an 
all night negotiation. People were quite 
upset. And 1n the middle of the night the 
chief negotiator for the union, who was 
a resident, wrote a little note on a 
prescription pad to the chief negotiator 
for the hospital, who was a doctor, and 
was already quite angry. When the 
senior doctor got the note he turned 
pink, and crumbled it up threw it on the 
floor and stomped out of the room. I 
went up the resident and asked him 
what he wrote. He said, "I just wrote 
him a prescription for a tranquilizer." 
RG: Certain people think unions are in 
big trouble nowadays. Do you t.h.ink that 
this is a permanent or temporary 
phenomenon? 
DR: I don't think that its necessarily 
permanent. There have been 
fluctuations in the past. If unions are 
going to increase their membership 
they are going to have to act in very 
different ways. Also appeal to different 
types of people. The whole structure of 
the workforce is changing. I think for 
Lhe unions to survive and prosper they 
are going t.o have to convince additonal 
kinds of workers that unions and 
union activities are appropriate. 
Notices 
LSSS ELECTIONS-First year 
elections will be held on Thusday, October 
1 0; petitions are available at the LSSS 
Office (217 Hutchins) and petitions must 
be turned in by September 23, along with a 
100 word campaign statement that will be 
run in the RG. 
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Your Grades are Determined by Chance 
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architecture or a Martha Cook woman, as subsequently joined an engineer and a zit-
other classmates could claim--in fact, 'Hart believed that the only solution was to break into faced Berkley poli-sci major at the bottom 
Hart was in love with a man. That man of the class. She would later practice law 
was named Professor Kingsfield and that the faculty library andgrab Kings•�;/>ld's notes ... " in a two person firm while driving a cab 
man had accepted an offer to be a JU:. on the South Side of Detroit to pay the rent. 
Michigan visiting professor. 
Hart was hooked on .Kingsfield. He 
had grown up on Smith Barney and 
Puritan Cooking Oil commercials and 
had watched Paper Chase episodes 
religiously. When Hart heard that 
Kingsfield was going to teach First Year 
Contracts at �fichigan, he mailed only one 
application for law school. Cleverly 
avoiding such over-used topics as "How 
my extra-curriculars and my low G�lAT 
scores convinct>d me to go to law school"' or 
"Law School as a way to preserve my 
ethical princtples while selling myself to 
the higher b1dder", Hart explained his 
method of mnki ng money the old 
fashioned way while mAintaining low 
cholesterol. This di sti ncti ve essay 
guaranteed that IJart and Kingsfield 
would soon meet. 
Hart moved into the Lawyers Club and 
quickly set up shop. His room was 
affectionately called "the Library " by 
other 1-L's. Every book, article, and 
quoted burp by Kingsfield was jammed 
into Hart's bookshelf. Hart knew, 
however, that this was not enough. lie 
knew what questions Ki ngslield would 
ask, but he was completely clut>less about 
the answers. Unlike his classmntes who 
relied on commercial outlines to 
maintain some sense of dignity in the 
lecture rooms, Hart believed that the only 
solution was to break into the faculty 
library and grab Kingsfield's elaborate 
noles which Kingsfield referred to in 
class. 
Hart knew exaclly where Ki ngsfield 
kept these life-saving notes. Each day, 
Hart would follow Kingsfield up to the 8th 
Ooor of the stacks, and peering through the 
tiny glass window in the locked steel door 
of the Faculty Library, watch the immortal 
man deposit h1s notes on a small table in 
the corner. The notes remained on the 
table until the following morning when 
floor to an open wi ndow in the Faculty 
Library. Hart then tiptoed over to the all­
important table. The notes were more 
extensive than he could have reasonably 
believed. Every case wluch was discussed 
in class was summarized and explained 
in clear and concise language. The 
majority and mi nority rules were 
presented and analyzed. Furthermore, 
each page was typeset and pasted onto 
yellow, legal-sized paper. ln his 
excitement of fondling Kingsfield's notes, 
it did not occur to Hart at first that it was 
unusual for a professor to have his notes 
typeset, not JUSt typed. When rationality 
returned to his brrun, I Iart glanced at the 
bottom of the typeset pages and saw that 
someone had attempted to cross out 
"Emmanuel on Contracts" on every page. 
In thnt single instant, Hart felt as if 
Kingsficld had removed his soul and his 
reason to live. (Later in his life, Hart 
would write that it was in this instant that 
he first truly felt like a lawyer.) Feeling 
dizzy, Hart leaned agninst a nearby door 
to keep from fainting. 
The loud noises coming from behind 
the door startled him back to full 
consciousness. It appeared that some sort 
of party was going on inside. Throwing 
caution t.o the wind, Hart opened the door a 
crack and peered inside. 
The lights in the room were off and a 
first year's picture was being projected 
onto the wall. The heavy smell of 
marijuana and bourbon filled the air. 
Hart, having once seen "Animal House," 
knew this was just like membership 
selection during fraternit-y rush. 
Dean Sandalow was just getting the 
meeting started. Ten profs wearing 
"Rosenzweig for Dean" T-shirts were not 
at first cooperative, but they quieted down 
when Yale Kamisar read them their 
Group Budgets Cut Deep 
from page one 
money to other student groups. 
As it stands now, "the budget is 
inadequate" for almost every group 
requesting funds, Courtade added, 
criticizing the Senate's across the board 
cuts as a "half-assed-job." 
But senators expressed fears that 
administrntion officials might "cnll their 
bluff' and refuse funding for the 
eliminated groups altogether. By a 5-2 
vote, they gto parti ally fund nil law 
student orgnnjzations, and to confront the 
administration with more requests for 
additional f1:nding. 
The senators stressed that the budget 
is still "preliminary," and adjustments 
will be made if the administration 
provides additional funds. 
In addition to the lengthy debate over 
the budget, the senate also discussed the 
lack of interest in the upcoming first year 
elections, and voted to extend the deadline 
for petitions until Friday. 
time could be spent on research. Now, 
please raise your hands if you tliink that 
Sandra Day Borkquist is Law Review 
material. As Hart's stomach began to 
turn, the Dean counted hands. "Any 
blackballs?", the Dean queried, "You 
know, things that make this person 
completely unqualified for a four-point?" 
Professor K.ingsfield's captivating 
voice filled the room, "Yes, I have a 
With what strength he had left, Hart 
dragged himself to the window. As he 
prepared himself for a jump which could 
splatter him all over three floors of the 
library underground, he heard Sandalow 
scream, "Let's hear i t  for a future 
Managing Editor of the Law Review and 
Supreme Court Clerk, James Hart." 
And everyone said, "But he must be 
brilliant, he does Review, gets stra1ght 
A's, and is at the bar every night." 
Proposed Senate Budget Allocations 
Organization 1986-87 Request Preliminary 1 986-
�fund.ing 
ABA/LSD 
ACLU 
American Indian Law Students 
Asian American Law Sludenls 
BLSA 
Computer Law Society 
Curriculm Committee 
ELS 
Faculty Search Committee 
Family Law Project 
HLSA 
Head notes 
Immigration Law Clinic 
ILS 
JLSU 
$0 
600 
4085 
1105 
3615 
250 
71 
1915 
150 
1300 
4000 
300 
1200 
1350 
Law School Student Parents 330 
(ren amed: Ad Hoc Law School Families) 
LGLS 616 
Loan Support Committee 
Michigan Business Law Assoc. 
Michigan Federalist Society 
�1ichigan Law Democrats 
NLG 
Phi Alpha Della 
RG 
Social Committee 
Speakers Committee 
-Functions 
-Allocations 
Sports Committee 
SFF 
WLSA 
0 
600 
1000 
300 
1630 
5800 
10350 
2100 
2500 
1035 
3080 
1500 
Total Allocated/Requested 54,882 
LSSS Operating & Contingency Funds: 
$0 
198 
720 
259.20 
1584 
72 
28.8 
792 
108 
792 
972 
108 
360 
504 
288 
108 
324 
0 
108 
216 
0 
1296 
0 
5800 
4860 
720 
1800 
597.60 
864 
720 
24199.60 
1440 
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Features 
Lawyers Aren't Angels on L.A. Law 
ByJimKomie 
The best thing about LA. Law, a new 
television show on N.B.C., is that it 1sn't 
very good. That's great news for all you 
Hill Street Blues /St. Elseu•here fans who 
can't afford to blow Wednesday, 
Thursday and Friday nights watching 
television. Now you're free to waste your 
Friday nights on Sub-two studying 
Contrac\.s. 
L.A. Law tells the story of the daily 
lives of the attorneys in a mi d-size Los 
Angeles law firm, which conveniently 
happens to specialize in criminal and 
divorce work, rather than Admiralty. 
Seems n bit unrealistic. About half of the 
plot concerns itself with the legal 
encounters of the lawyers, and half with 
their extralegal E'Xploits, i.e., sex. Give 
L.A Law another point on the "'Reality 
Stretching" scorecard. 
L.A Law is the brainchild of St-ephen 
Bacchio, the television guru who 
masterminded the aforementioned Hill 
Stnet Blues and St. Elsewhere. That's 
why L.A. Law will seem very familiar. 
It's got the same "realistic" style .• the 
deep shadows, crowded sets, and tense, 
moving camera. It nlso jumps back and 
forth between four or fi\'e stories, which 
further exacerbates the jarring quality of Unfortunately, Bacchio's gambit 
the show. backfires. The viewer needs something 
The point, I think, of this Hill Street besides his Corona to hang on to. On lli/l 
style is to create a sensation of tension in Street Blues , the viewer can care nbout 
the viewer in order to make him or her and identify with characters like Bobby 
unconsciously empathize with the Hill and Andy Renko. And the scummy 
similarly situated police. You physically characters, like Norm Buntz, are at lcnst 
feel the pressure that fills Hill Street likable, if not exactly model policemen. 
precinct. There don't seem to be any characlcrs 
To resemble a show like Hill Street to identify with on L.A. Law. Everyone is 
Blues could only seem a plus, but L.A. nn asshole. And they aren't even the type 
Law takes the Hill Street style too far-· of characters ··you love to hate." You Just 
it's like Hill Street Blues to the nili hate them. While this may be a fairly 
degree. The plot moves too fast. There accurate portrayal of what many 
are too many characters all t.nlking too partners in major law firms are hk<>, it 
quickly. Everyone is too belicose, too doesn't exactly make me want to watch 
rude, too ruthless. There's no empathy the show. I got my fill this summer. 
possible. L.A. Law overwhelms the Another problem with L.A Law is that 
viewer. the charncters are far too predtctable. 
I don't know if i t  was Bacchio's We've got all the stock character11: the 
intention to create an unwatchable young Hispanic attorney who "really 
television show, but he's certainly trying cares" about doing pro bono , the thirtyish 
to make the viewer uncomfortable. It's female associate who is just not certain 
like when Andy Kaufman would do his that she should be wasting her life this 
purposely unfunny routines on Saturday way, the short, balding, Jewish tax 
Night Liue. Unlike Kaufman, however, attorney who d()('sn't have anything else 
Bacchio is not maldng a statement about besides the firm, the junior partner who 
the medium he is working in. Rather, 
Bacchio is trying to say something about 
the subject of his show: the legal world. 
The Living's Easy ? 
By Mickey Drumm . 
You know you've been a summer fellow summer assocJates. 
associate when· You wear out two pairs of dress shoes 
You Jose your cubicle with window view over �h e . summer while your tennis shoes 1 . . remrun 1rnmaculate. to a para ega! wtth ten years expcnence. y k tr k f . d · The boss' secretary call you in the . ou eep ac 0 your �tme an wnte 
middle of a meeting to remind you to bring d1a?' sheets even when you re not at work. 
lh 1 "- d h • '---k to h \ ou have attorneys asstgned to you 1.0 be e elwver oug nu,s ........: er. .. � d "b dd .. The firm wruts until the end of the your men�r �n u Y· . 
to ITi k eli . ti " ty You cant believe a bank could credit a summer o er s y Vlng as an ac Vl . . 
The guy in the Seven-Eleven store depoSit to a wrong account, but you do 
wants to know why you're always believe that the person who wit?drew t�e 
carryins a briefcase even on the money that was wrongfully credited to hts 
wt-ekends. 
' account knew what he was doing. 
You show up for optional Westlaw You now know that an appellate court is 
trruning and the person tn charge says the very, very, very picky about the format of 
only people who have signed up are your the briefs it will accept. 
r Law In The Raw 
can't quile fill the sh()('s of his founding 
pmtncr father, etc. Again, I got my fill 
this summer. 
To be fair, L.A. Law is well done. The 
acting is all good, especially Harry 
Homlin in the "'lead role," who seems 
like ht> mtght be able to make his totally 
d<•spicable chnrnctl'r somewhat likable. 
Another heartt>ning thing about L.A. 
L(lw is thot it seems like there will be 
sood rolt>�< fur minority actors, an a d ·  
mirnble quality for which Hill Street 
Dlue11 hna nl wayl:i been noted. In fact, the 
only chnmcters with a runt of morality 
on the show are black, Hispanic o r  
female. Bnt'ch10 really gives it to white 
malt•s. 
All tn all, however, L.A Law is an 
unpleasnnt PXJlt:>ricnce. I would probably 
rather w.ltch at than study, but I'd rather 
do almost anythmg than study. So if any 
of those boppy and enthusiastic types ask 
you comt• nv<>r some Friday night to 
watch L.A. Lau· and eat popcorn, you've 
finally got an excuse."l got my fill this 
summer." 
BY LIONEL GLANCY 
t--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·� 
Foot in the Mouth 
A young man was charged in Pennsylvania state 
court with intent to distribute more than $10,000 worth 
of cocaine. 
The defendant claimed he was only a visitor at the 
house in question, The defendant's lawyers' defense 
centered on the prosecution's failure to show 
possession or control over the drugs. 
During a recess, while the jury was still in the 
courtroom, the defendant turned to his lawyer and 
asked, "If I win, do I get my coke back?" 
He lost. 
From War Stories, The ABA Journal. 
Bathroom Etiquette 
Wh{'n Belleville, Mich., Police Officer Gene 
Taylor pulled over James Cebulski's speedwg car, 
the call of nature proved not to be loud enough. 
Mr. Cebulski had recently undergone surgery that 
left him with little bowel control. Wasting no time, he 
showed his new scar to tho officer and unsuccessfully 
pleaded to go to his home- which was in view- to 
relieve himself. 
He ofrered to lcav{' his finncee, car and driver's 
license with the policeman, but Officer Taylor refused 
his request and told Mr. Cebulski he could use a 
nearby bush- and be arrested for indecent exposure, if 
he did. 
As the officer wrote the speeding tickt>t, t.he fpnred­
for event occurred: Mr . Cebulski, in the presence of 
his fiancee, defecated 10 his pants. 
Humiliated, Mr. Cebullu liled suit seeking 
damages for intentional inniction of emotional 
distress. The court dumped the suit, and last month 
the Michigan Court of Appeals, finding an absence of 
"extreme and outrageous conduct" upheld the lower 
court. 
Tho National Low JounwJ September 15, l986. 
Law Firm Lessons 
" 1  thought I was making an alternative carreer 
choice. All I got was a more personal bone job." 
An Anonymous third year talking about the small 
firm experience. 
Judicial Qualities 
A group of lawyers was eating at a local 
restaurant. One of them, known for being rather tight 
with the money, had been appointed to be a city judge .. 
A wmt.er who frequen�ly served the group stopped by 
tht> table. The elder lawyer in the group asked the 
waiter what he thought about our friend's judicial 
appointment.? 
"If he fines hke he tips, he's gonna to be a great 
judge", the watter responded. 
From War Stories, The ABA Journal. 
